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ABSTRACT
Tests of foreign accent usually treat native listeners as reliable providers of accentedness ratings, and pay too little heed to task-specific effects on non-native speakers' performance. This paper details a number of factors which in fact influence native listeners' perceptions, and the native-like behaviour of non-native speakers' productions, based on the results of a large study of phonetic performance in second language learners. Listeners were observed to vary, at times considerably, in their perception of accent, depending on context, and type of stimulus, and at times showed distinctly idiosyncratic scoring patterns. Listeners' reactions to speaker voice pathology, mixed dialect pronunciation, and artefacts of read speech are discussed, and the effects of using different types of scoring system are examined.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of second or foreign language learners' degree of learning achievement frequently test the degree of non-native accent present in the learners' speech. The two approaches to accent are either to measure acoustic differences between specific characteristics of native pronunciation and the pronunciation of the learners (eg, [1, 2]), or to measure the degree of non-native accent perceived by native speakers of the target languages (eg, [3-5]). The latter approach relies on groups of listeners to provide consistent, unbiased, and homogeneous accentedness ratings in an experimental setting. This paper reports on a number of factors which were observed to influence listener judgements in the course of a large study of phonetic performance in second language learners ([6]).

1.1 Accent and perception

Perception of accent in social environments. Sociolinguistic research has demonstrated that listeners develop strong opinions regarding the personality of speakers on the basis of the speakers' accents, overt choice of language in a bilingual setting, and the content of their utterances (cf [7-9]). Second language acquisition research, meanwhile, has demonstrated that the ethnic identity of a speaker, when known to or identifiable by the listener, can influence a listener's judgement of strength of non-native accent ([10]).

Phonetic factors affecting accentedness. Although the language acquisition research community is aware of the existence of differences in the perceptual salience of specific types of learner errors or non-native characteristics, there has been little research conducted in this area. Studies have variously shown that not all types of phonological errors are perceived as being of equal gravity ([11]), and that prosodic errors may more strongly impede intelligibility than segmental errors do ([12]).

The perception of accent in an experimental environment. The presentation of speech in an experimental environment necessarily heightens a listener's awareness of characteristics which are either not noticed or are ignored or tolerated in normal communicative interaction. The interpretation of listener reactions must then depend on the researcher's focus in conducting the research. Where the focus is that of whether absolute native-like behaviour is possible, the experimental context may be appropriate, but if the emphasis is on accent perception in a speech community, listener sensitivity to accent may be greater than is normally the case.

Scoring of accentedness. Scoring of accent has taken many forms in previous research, ranging from very coarse measures (eg, 3-value scales) to exceedingly fine measures (eg, 256-value scales (potentiometer used as scoring device)). Usually these scales have labels such as "strong" or "weak" associated with a small number of points on these scales. Clearly these labels are open to a large degree of interpretation, while the use of the scales themselves must be examined post hoc to establish whether listeners have used the scales in similar ways.

2. THE STUDY

The phonetic performance of eight L1 Swedish speakers for a number of second language production tasks was investigated and reported on in [6]. The subjects had been chosen on the basis of their considerably better than average L2 performance in non-experimental circumstances (subjective judgement of the author). The subjects' performance was assessed by a group of three native speakers for each language tested.

The subjects participated in three tasks (further details of the elicitation technique can be found in [6]):

- the imitation of word and phrase stimuli from languages which the subjects could not speak or of which they only had very rudimentary knowledge (PhraseWord task),
- the imitation of phrases forming part of a coherent text for languages of which they
already had some knowledge (TextPhrase task), and

- the reading of seen, unseen, and practised texts (Reading task).

In an attempt to reduce the subjectivity of the interpretation of such values, or at the very least to establish clearer criteria for the choice of a value, a scale with well-described labels was devised for the study described below. A further concern was that many experienced language learners have been exposed to more than one dialectal model of their target L2 and that the effects of this needed to be provided for in any scoring device. The scale had seven values, whereof the highest three were to be applied to speech perceived as native of the target dialect (L), mixed target and other dialect (M), and native to another dialect (D). These were the Native values. A further four were defined as Foreign values: almost completely native (1), mild and occasionally perceptible accent (2), noticeably and constantly accented (3), and strongly accented requiring concentration from the listener (4).

The judges completed up to four test batteries for their language. The subjects’ imitations from the PhraseWord and TextPhrase tasks were presented in random order for scoring and brief comment on accentedness (Tests A & B). Judges were required to score each utterance on a seven-value scale, as described above.

All subjects' imitations of each stimulus utterance were then presented in blocks (Test C) and judges were asked to indicate the relative degree of accent between imitations. Thus, for a hypothetical block, all imitations of the stimulus utterance X were presented in pairs, and the second member of the pair (spoken by, for example, speaker 2) was assessed for accentedness relative to the first member of the pair (spoken by, for example, speaker 1). The presentation followed the following pattern: X1X2…X2X3…X3X4…X4X5… . Judges could respond with ‘+’ (more native-like), ‘=’ (equally accented), ‘-’ (less native-like). A small number of utterances in Test C were presented for scoring using the labelled scale, in order to check task-effects on judges' perception of accent. For the text readings (Test D), judges were asked to comment on any non-native aspects of the readings they heard, describe the accent (if any), and give each reading a score on the established scale.

Accent-score data were obtained for American English, Australian English, British English (Reading task only), French, German, and Finland-Swedish (the dialect spoken by an ethnic minority in Finland).

### 3. DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Scoring patterns

A number of statistical and non-statistical measures of scoring consistency and similarity were calculated, as it was important to understand judges’ behaviour before drawing conclusions about the performance of subjects.
but it should be noted that a large number of discrepancies (usually more than 50%) fall **within the Native range**, so at least in that respect, some consistency is still observable. There is, of course, a caveat associated with a measure of consistency — judge2 appears to be more consistent in rescorning than other judges because she did not in fact use the entire scale (as seen in Table 1), thereby reducing both the potential for discrepancy and the resolution of the score data.

The existence of these differences was reinforced by significant values returned in Friedman and Mann-Whitney U tests of sample distribution.

Tests of score correlations between judges (Kendall's tau) revealed that general scoring patterns usually showed a significant correlation (two exceptions were observed out of fifteen pairs of judges tested (3 comparison pairs x 5 languages)). From the tests noted above one can conclude that, although overall weightings of individual stimuli were similar across judges, the use of the score categories **was not**.

Despite the defined use of each score-value, it is obvious from Tables 1 and 2 that the use of the scale reveals either massive differences in accent percepts for individual judges, or difficulty in using the scale. (It is of course the experimenter's hope that the latter possibility was avoided through careful design and provision of information to the judges.)

One is still left to ponder how the same stimulus can be heard as completely native on one listening and strongly accented on another **by the same judge**, or why one judge might hear a text reading as only slightly accented (1), when a fellow judge describes the same reading as strongly accented (4). Even the more detailed comments provided by judges after hearing the text readings show occasionally astounding degrees of disagreement: one subject's imitation of a Southern US accent was described as a "ridiculous imitation" by one judge, while another claimed that she would have accepted it as natural if she had heard it in a non-experimental context.

Further evidence which would lead one to believe that idiosyncratic differences in the listener's perception of accent are responsible for differences in scoring include the example of one judge who had to be rejected from the study because, having misread the instructions and assumed all speakers were foreigners, he scored utterances more critically than any other judge, even scoring control stimuli by native speakers as accent.

Relative scoring of accent. Given that the assessment of accentness using a labelled score system appears so plagued by variability, the alternative method of assessing accent — relative scoring (detailed above) — should be considered. The data from Test C, which elicited judgements of relative accentness between stimulus pairs, were found to be a better guide to perceived accentness than the absolute scores obtained in Tests A & B. Complete agreement across judges was obtained for 27-53% of stimulus comparisons (results from five languages), while 34-55% involved only minor differences between judges (eg, two judges giving a '4' judgement, and the third giving '3' instead). This leaves approximately 20% of cases where judges contradicted each other (some saying '4', some saying '2'). Of further interest is the fact that the differences between absolute scores obtained for specific stimuli in Tests A & B (eg, higher value vs lower value) corresponded well to the relative scores for the same stimuli when directly compared with each other in Test C.

### 3.2 Interaction between speaker characteristics and the listener

Listeners' perceptions of individual voices are not only important for sociolinguistics (as noted in the Introduction), but also for the understanding of the perception of accentness. There were a number of instances of overt listener bias with regard to some speakers. Two of the male subjects had fundamental frequency and/or voice quality which led some judges to wonder whether the speakers were male or female. Assuming that the judges had normal expectations of typical male vs female speech patterns in their native language, these speaker-specific characteristics might have adversely affected the judges' scoring tendencies.

A case in point is one of these male speakers. Overall, his American English utterances and text readings were rated most highly of any speaker's utterances, yet one of the three American English judges gave him particularly low scores. This judge described the speaker as sounding wrong, not articulating enough consonants, and mumbling, yet these characteristics were either not noticed by the other judges, or were not regarded by them as being a cue to non-nativeness.

Further examples of voice pathology affecting listener judgements were found for a female subject with a high degree of nasality, and a male subject with a voice variously described as 'dark' or strange.

**Speaker models.** Very few of the numerous studies of accent in second languages have taken a speakers' L2 model into account. Both natural and formal second language learners can arrive in an L2 environment with some prior experience of the L2. The model they may previously have been exposed to can be that of a different L2 dialect, or perhaps a non-standard or even non-native form of the L2. Alternatively, the speakers can settle in a part of the L2 community where an accented form of the L2 is the communicative norm. Naturally, this presents problems for the establishment of an experimental benchmark for labels such as 'native-like' or 'foreign'.

Listeners in the study described here occasionally had to contend with speech material from speakers with L2 models other than the target model. In particular, most of the speakers had British English as their main model for English, and in imitating American English frequently showed transfer from British English and/or interference from Swedish, their L1. Despite claims by the judges that they were good at identifying dialects of English (this information was elicited before their selection for the study), they often heard non-American features in the imitations as being indicators of an L2 English speaker, even though the features were at times
clearly British. Similarly, the judges for Finland-Swedish sometimes found it quite difficult to score imitations by the subjects who were all native speakers of Swedish dialects of Swedish. The unfamiliarity of other-dialect features mixed with Finland-Swedish pronunciation readily resulted in a Foreign impression.

3.3 Effects of methodology & materials

Imitation. An imitative technique was used in this study in an attempt to provide model utterances which speakers could use as immediate sources of information. At times this proved more difficult than assumed, with conflicts arising between existing models and the immediate models, resulting in more dialect transfer and L1 interference than anticipated (given the subjects observed performance outside of an experimental setting (author's subjective judgement)). Due to differences in sex between the stimulus voices and the subjects, two subjects sometimes had difficulty resolving the fundamental frequency characteristics of the stimulus voices (despite the fact that they were aware that imitation of absolute F0 was not part of the task).

Text reading. Read material is sometimes regarded as producing temporarily more native-like speech (due to increased monitoring), but can also be a more demanding task than spontaneous speech tasks, as avoidance strategies cannot be invoked, and reading tasks frequently require specific reading styles. It is this aspect which caused some task-based problems for some subjects. One part of the Reading task required subjects to prepare a text of their choice (permitting them to maximise their performance), but in so doing, the subjects frequently chose texts requiring marked reading styles of which they did not have an adequate command (eg, first person narrative, emotional descriptions, dialogues).

The unseen and seen texts (unprepared) caused problems where, for instance, multi-word concepts or compounds required complex knowledge of stress rules. This led to performance errors which would not have been observable in spontaneous speech. Naturally, this affects the perceived nativeness of a subject and highlights the need for the researcher to be aware of the skills that are being tested. Errors such as those mentioned above are not the typical, relatively intractable characteristics of non-native accent and are easily remediated. Certainly, knowledge of stress rules forms part of necessary phonological knowledge, but using elicited speech material of this kind as the object of subsequent accent scoring will result in the listener gaining a more negative impression of the subject's accent than is the case for the subject's normal or readily remediated performance.

Data presentation. Factors related to experiment design which can affect listener behaviour include such considerations as speed of stimulus presentation, task complexity, and the accentedness of adjacent stimuli. It was found that, when comparing the scores of rescored utterances, the absolute scores occasionally assigned in Test C were generally the same or more negative than those assigned in Tests A & B. One must assume that there was a task-effect when imitations of the same stimulus were explicitly compared in Test C, making listeners more critical.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has illustrated a number of issues which need to be addressed in both experiment design and the assessment of test results when eliciting L2 speech or native listener judgements of accentedness. Listeners cannot be reliable sources of information regarding accent without first establishing an understanding of what affects their perceptions of accent both inside and outside a laboratory.
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